
THE END OF THE NHS (briefing notes 2 for STP)  
 

With no parliamentary mandate, no legal status, no public consultation whatsoever our 

NATIONAL health service has been completely re-organised and replaced.  

 

18 months ago England was divided into 44 regions or “footprints” in NHSEngland-speak.  

Effectively all health and social care services across England (the only country in the UK to 

be affected) are now dictated and controlled by the Sustainability and Transformation 

Boards who are tasked with implementing the STPlan. This footprint is West and East Sussex 

and East Surrey. There were no formal appointment procedures for Board chairs.    

Boards etc operated in total secrecy until they unleashed STP on to the mainly unsuspecting 

public in Summer 2016.  They still meet in private, are not formally constituted (described as 

discussion forums by NHS England), hold no public meetings, publish no minutes. We know 

there are plans afoot to give them  retrospective legal status. The boards were recently 

granted powers by NHSEngland to over-ride any opposition to their diktats.  

 

STP Governance Structure replacing NHS (from the “work in progress” STP)  

  

There are various cross-region committees eg for Chairs of Health and Well-being Boards, 

heads of NHS Trusts. Not known if these are transitional or permanent.   

 

There are many “unknowns” in terms of the governance of STP.  

 Will the STP Board continue to be the eventual regional executive body?  

 Who is the STP Board directly responsible to?  

PROGRAMME BOARD - Executive and Finance Groups:  

Chair, SRO, SPoLs (single point of leadership) representing each of the 3 place-based 

districts;  Sussex Community and Sussex Partnership Trusts; chair of Horsham mid-Sussex 

CCG; Director of delivery NHSEngland; NO local authority representation.  

I 

3 “PLACE-BASED PLANS” 

(these supposedly incorporate local plans for eg Bettercare in Brighton and Hove)  

Caring Together                                             Connecting 4 you                               Coastal Care                       

Central Sussex and East                                Rest of East Sussex                            West Sussex  

Surrey (CSESA)     

All have separate governance structures presumably reporting to the STP Executive 

Board (see your local CCG Operating Plan)  

Plus separate committees for ACUTE TRANSFORMATION AND MENTAL HEALTH 

I 

Sub-committees  

DIGITAL                       WORKFORCE                               COMMUNICATIONS / ENGAGEMENT  



 We know LAs are excluded from the STP Executive so where do they fit in? The  

nearest B n H representation on the Executive  currently is the Chief Operating 

officer of Horsham CCG.  

 How do the “business” structures which we know are a key part of STP – the 

Accountable Care Organisations which will effectively be running the shows relate to 

the STP Executive Board?   (NB West Sussex has an ACO ready to go).  

And many other questions……  

 

Private sector involvement  

There is already extensive private sector involvement in NHS England bodies at all levels (eg 

Monitor (now part of NHSImprovement), Commissioning Support Units etc.  

Accountable Care Organisations - a key building block of STP will be Trojan horses for the 

private health insurance sector, particularly US-based conglomerates such as United Health 

and subsidiaries.  

Greater Manchester authority has recently put £6 billion of NHS and social care services out 

to tender. Such massive contracts will become the norm in STP regions across England as 

the NHS is dismantled and sold off to the highest bidder.    

 

Current State of play with the footprint 33  

As far as we know maybe 10 completed plans with detailed appendices (out of the 44 round 

England) have been given full approval by NHSEngland and are being implemented. The 

remaining STPs, like ours, are still “works in progress” supposedly. 

 

 As is becoming clear they are implementing STP piecemeal by stealth with the collusion of 

most LAs. Two of the three place-based  plans (see above) have been approved as the 

operational plans of all the CCGs in East Sussex and East Surrey. It is not known what is 

happening in West Sussex. We suspect they are bedding STP in pending the decisions they 

know will cause public outrage ie the fate of hospitals in the region and the massive cuts. 

 

Three NHS Trusts are in special measures - BSUH and East Sussex hospital trusts and 

SECAmb. NHSImprovment officers have taken over all decision-making. As the first step - 

the executive board of Coastal West Sussex has replaced the BSUHT board (apparently for 3 

years).  Many see this as the first step to merger if not takeover, though officially it is still 

described as a “buddying arrangement”!!!  

Undoubtedly the STP Board etc have been waiting for the findings of NHS Improvement to 

make any announcements. We understand that the report may have been completed. An 

announcement may follow the CQC visit to BSUHT on April 30th.   

 Judging by completed plans elsewhere in England with closures, mergers etc the news will 

be far from good.  


